
Proposed

FRONT ELEVATION

q00mm external wall
insulation to be installed to

the left hand d front
elevation but existing openings

and bay dimensions to be
retained

new white double glazed
timber sliding sash windows to

be installed instead of
unsympathetic single glazed

casement timber units

new artificial slate roof to
be installed to the front bay

architectural detail to the
front bay to be recreated in

front of render

DPC decoration to be
recreated

Owed to boudnary location
internal insulation be be
installed and external
masonry to be rerendered to
match the remainder of the
house iwht a smooth render

Door Head to be renewed to
ensure symetry

Name and construction plaque
to be removed carefully and
reinstated to the insulation

Front barge board to be
reinstated with timber to
match the existing main gable
end

Dormers midway back to the
house serving the bathroom
and stairwell top be clad with
vertical tiles to match the
new roof covering with bi pitch
roof
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REAR ELEVATION
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Plain white timber barge board
to the bi pitch gable end

White timber double glazed
uPVC doorset with glazed
brushed steel Juliet
balustrades

Plain white timber sliding sash
double glazed window to match
the front with 900mm cill
height

Rear facade throughout to be
rendered with a smooth render
to match the front elevations

100mm insulation upgrade to
the flank wall

Flat profile glazed rooflights
to a new layer felt or GRP
flat roof system with
surrounding parapet wall

Aluminum double glazed
bifolding doorset to the rear
elevation

150mm dpc level

RIGHT FLANK ELEVATION

LEFT FLANK ELEVATION

Stack retained

New timber double glazed
windows and doors with
frosted glazing to bathrooms

window infilled
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Existing rear addition to the
original house removed

Velux style pitched rooflights
to the new roof

Bi-pitch dormer to the roof
with windows proposed to be as

long and tall as possible New soil stack serving the
flank elevation and all
bathrooms

uPVC downpipe serving the
rear extension rainwater and

the main roof

Elevation to be kept clear of
windows and existing
rainwater goods to be used to
reduce impact on the neighbor

total height of piggyback
extension not too exceed the
owner at 91a
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New frosted and fixed side
window to provide additional
light to the landing
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This drawing and the copyrights and patents therein are the property of JSM and may not be used or reproduced without consent or attribution. It is the responsibility to review these drawings to ensure compliance with the latest building regulations and guidance documents as well as ensure the detailed measurements are correct before undertaking works. No structural, intrusive or specialist surveys have been undertaken as part of this design.
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